
ACM International Collegiate Programming Contest 2016
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Tryout #1, Sunday, September 18, 2016

Problem A. Airports
Input file: stdin
Output file: stdout
Time limit: 5 seconds

An airline company offers flights out of n airports. The flight time between any given pair of airports is
known, but may differ on direction due to things like wind or geography. Upon landing at a given airport,
a plane must be inspected before it can be flown again. This inspection time is dependent on the airport
at which the inspection is taking place.

Given a set of m flights that the airline company must realize, determine the minimum number of planes
that the company needs to purchase. The airline may add unscheduled flights to move the airplanes around
if that would reduce the total number of planes needed.

Input
Each input will consist of a single test case. Note that your program may be run multiple times on different
inputs. The first line of input contains two integers n and m (2 ≤ n,m ≤ 500). The next line contains n
space-separated nonnegative integers less than or equal to 106, where the ith integer denotes the amount
of time (in minutes) that an inspection takes at airport i.

Each of the next n lines contains n space-separated nonnegative integers less than or equal to 106. On the
ith line, The jth integer indicates the amount of time it takes to fly from airport i to airport j. It takes
no time to fly from an airport to itself. Note that the flight time from airport i to j is not necessarily the
same as the flight time from airport j to i.

The next m lines contain three space-separated integers, s, f , and t, (1 ≤ s, f ≤ n, s 6= f, 1 ≤ t ≤ 106)
indicating that a flight must start at airport s, end at airport f , and fly out from airport s at exactly
time t heading directly to airport f .

Output
Output a single positive integer indicating the minimum number of planes the airline company must
purchase in order to realize the m requested flights.
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Examples
stdin stdout

2 2
1 1
0 1
1 0
1 2 1
2 1 1

2

2 2
1 1
0 1
1 0
1 2 1
2 1 3

1

5 5
72 54 71 94 23
0 443 912 226 714
18 0 776 347 810
707 60 0 48 923
933 373 881 0 329
39 511 151 364 0
4 2 174
2 1 583
4 3 151
1 4 841
4 3 993

3
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Problem B. Adjoin the Networks
Input file: stdin
Output file: stdout
Time limit: 4 seconds

One day your boss explains to you that he has a bunch of computer networks that are currently unreachable
from each other, and he asks you, the cable expert’s assistant, to adjoin the networks to each other using
new cables. Existing cables in the network cannot be touched.

He has asked you to use as few cables as possible, but the length of the cables used does not matter to
him, since the cables are optical and the connectors are the expensive parts. Your boss is rather picky on
cable usage, so you know that the already existing networks have as few cables as possible.

Due to your humongous knowledge of computer networks, you are of course aware that the latency for an
information packet travelling across the network is proportional to the number of hops the packet needs,
where a hop is a traversal along a single cable. And since you believe a good solution to your boss’ problem
may earn you that long wanted promotion, you decide to minimise the maximum number of hops needed
between any pair of network nodes.

Input
On the first line, you are given two positive integers, the number 1 ≤ c ≤ 105 of computers and the
number 0 ≤ l ≤ c− 1 of existing cables. Then follow l lines, each line consisting of two integers a and b,
the two computers the cables connect. You may assume that every computer has a unique name between
0 and n− 1.

Output
The maximum number of hops in the resulting network.

Examples
stdin stdout

6 4
0 1
0 2
3 4
3 5

3
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Problem C. Grid
Input file: stdin
Output file: stdout
Time limit: 2 seconds

You are on an n×m grid where each square on the grid has a digit on it. From a given square that has
digit k on it, a Move consists of jumping exactly k squares in one of the four cardinal directions. A move
cannot go beyond the edges of the grid; it does not wrap. What is the minimum number of moves required
to get from the top-left corner to the bottom-right corner?

Input
Each input will consist of a single test case. Note that your program may be run multiple times on different
inputs. The first line of input contains two space-separated integers n and m (1 ≤ n,m ≤ 500), indicating
the size of the grid. It is guaranteed that at least one of n and m is greater than 1. The next n lines
will each consist of m digits, with no spaces, indicating the n ×m grid. Each digit is between 0 and 9,
inclusive.

The top-left corner of the grid will be the square corresponding to the first character in the first line of
the test case. The bottom-right corner of the grid will be the square corresponding to the last character
in the last line of the test case.

Output
Output a single integer on a line by itself representing the minimum number of moves required to get
from the top-left corner of the grid to the bottom-right. If it isn’t possible, output −1.

Examples
stdin stdout

2 2
11
11

2

2 2
22
22

-1

5 4
2120
1203
3113
1120
1110

6
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Problem D. Robots on a grid
Input file: stdin
Output file: stdout
Time limit: 2 seconds

You have recently made a grid traversing robot that can find its way from the top left corner of a grid
to the bottom right corner. However, you had forgotten all your AI programming skills, so you only
programmed your robot to go rightwards and downwards (that’s after all where the goal is). You have
placed your robot on a grid with some obstacles, and you sit and observe. However, after a while you get
tired of observing it getting stuck, and ask yourself “How many paths are there from the start position
to the goal position?”, and “If there are none, could the robot have made it to the goal if it could walk
upwards and leftwards?”

So you decide to write a program that, given a grid of size n× n with some obstacles marked on it where
the robot cannot walk, counts the different ways the robot could go from the top left corner s to the
bottom right t, and if none, tests if it were possible if it could walk up and left as well. However, your
program does not handle very large numbers, so the answer should be given modulo 231 − 1.

Input
On the first line is one integer, 1 ≤ n ≤ 1000. Then follows n lines, each with n characters, where each
character is one of ‘.’ and ‘#’, where ‘.’ is to be interpreted as a walkable tile and ‘#’ as a non-walkable
tile. There will never be a wall at s, and there will never be a wall at t.

Output
Output one line with the number of different paths starting in s and ending in t (modulo 231 − 1) or THE
GAME IS A LIE if you cannot go from s to t going only rightwards and downwards but you can if you are
allowed to go left and up as well, or INCONCEIVABLE if there simply is no path from s to t.

Examples
stdin stdout

5
.....
#..#.
#..#.
...#.
.....

6

7
......#
####...
.#.....
.#...#.
.#.....
.#..###
.#.....

THE GAME IS A LIE
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Problem E. Timebomb
Input file: stdin
Output file: stdout
Time limit: 2 seconds

You and your teammates from the anti-bomb squad of the local police have been called to defuse a bomb
found in the only pub in town. Fearing the tragic consequences this might produce, you go to the scene as
quickly as possible. After some research, you learn that the bad guys have created a tricky way to allow
them to defuse the bomb at will. You find a remote control with a button that you can take to a safe
place. You also find that it is possible to connect to the bomb through a wireless connection and retrieve
an ASCII representation of a code every 2 seconds. The bomb then gets defused if the button is pressed
when the code is a number divisible by 6. But you have to be careful. If you press the button when the
ASCII representation of the code is not a number divisible by 6 or has an invalid representation for any
digit, the bomb will explode instead. You have to rely on your programming skills to write a program
able to tell you if it is safe to press the button, before it blows out the pub (and the beer).

Input
The input consists of an ASCII representation of a code. This code has between 2 and 8 digits. Each digit
is represented by 5 rows and 3 columns of characters, which can be either a space or a star character ‘*’.
No other type of character (except for the new line character) will ever appear in the input. There is also
one column of spaces (and only spaces) to separate each digit. After the last digit you will find a column
of new line characters. Note that although every digit will always be of size 5 × 3, there is no guarantee
it will represent a valid digit between 0 and 9 inclusive. The valid 5× 3 representations for each digit are
given as below.

### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ### ###
*** * *** *** * * *** *** *** *** ***
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * *** *** *** *** *** * *** ***
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
*** * *** *** * *** *** * *** ***

The hash ‘#’ characters on the top are there only to mark the 3 columns used for a digit and are not part
of the digits’ representation

The code can have leading zeros, hence an ASCII representation of, for example, 00000076 represents
the number 76. You may also safely assume that every valid code will correspond to a strictly positive
number.

Output
Print one line with “BEER!!” if it is safe to press the button and defuse the bomb, and “BOOM!!” otherwise.
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Examples
stdin stdout

*** * * * *** *** *** ***
* * * * * * * * *
* * * *** *** *** *** ***
* * * * * * * * *
*** * * *** *** *** ***

BEER!!

* * *** *** *** * *
* * ** * * * * *
* * *** *** *** ***
* * * * * * *
* * *** *** *** *

BOOM!!

*** *** * *** *** *
* * * * * * * *
*** * * * *** *** *

* * * * * * *
*** *** * *** *** *

BOOM!!

*** *** *** * * ***
* * * * * * *

*** * *** *** ***
* * * * * *
*** * *** * ***

BEER!!
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Problem F. Cryptographer’s Conundrum
Input file: stdin
Output file: stdout
Time limit: 2 seconds

The walls of the corridors at the Theoretical Computer Science group (TCS) at KTH are all but covered
with whiteboards. Some of the faculty members are cryptographers, and like to write cryptographic puzzles
on the whiteboards. A new puzzle is added whenever someone discovers a solution to the previous one.

When Per walked in the corridor two weeks ago, he saw that the newest puzzle read “GuvfVfNGrfg”.
After arriving at his computer, he quickly figured out that this was a simple ROT13 encryption of
“ThisIsATest”.

The series of lousy puzzles continued next week, when a new puzzle read
“VmkgdGFyIHPDpGtlcmhldGVuIHDDpSBzdMO2cnN0YSBhbGx2YXIK”. This was just base64-encoded text!
“Enough with these pranks”, Per thought; “I’m going to show you!”

Now Per has come up with a secret plan: every day he will erase one letter of the cipher text and replace
it with a different letter, so that, in the end, the whole text reads “PerPerPerPerPerPerPer”. Since Per
will change one letter each day, he hopes that people will not notice.

Per would like to know how many days it will take to transform a given cipher text into a text only
containing his name, assuming he substitutes one letter each day. You may assume that the length of the
original cipher text is a multiple of 3.

For simplicity, you can ignore the case of the letters, and instead assume that all letters are upper-case.

Input
The first and only line of input contains the cipher text on the whiteboard. It consists of at most 300
upper-case characters, and its length is a multiple of 3.

Output
Output the number of days needed to change the cipher text to a string containing only Per’s name.

Examples
stdin stdout

SECRET 4
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Problem G. Goblin Garden Guards
Input file: stdin
Output file: stdout
Time limit: 5 seconds

In an unprecedented turn of events, goblins recently launched an invasion against the Nedewsian city of
Mlohkcots. Goblins—small, green critters—love nothing more than to introduce additional entropy into
the calm and ordered lives of ordinary people. They fear little, but one of the few things they fear is water.

The goblin invasion has now reached the royal gardens, where the goblins are busy stealing fruit, going for
joyrides on the lawnmower and carving the trees into obscene shapes, and King Lrac Fatsug has decreed
that this nonsense stop immediately!

Thankfully, the garden is equipped with an automated sprinkler system. Enabling the sprinklers will soak
all goblins within range, forcing them to run home and dry themselves.

Serving in the royal garden guards, you have been asked to calculate how many goblins will remain in
the royal garden after the sprinklers have been turned on, so that the royal gardeners can plan their next
move.

Input
The input starts with one integer 1 ≤ g ≤ 100 000, the number of goblins in the royal gardens.

Then, for each goblin follows the position of the goblin as two integers, 0 ≤ xi ≤ 10 000 and
0 ≤ yi ≤ 10 000. The garden is flat, square and all distances are in meters. Due to quantum interference,
several goblins can occupy exactly the same spot in the garden.

Then follows one integer 1 ≤ m ≤ 20 000, the number of sprinklers in the garden.

Finally, for each sprinkler follows the location of the sprinkler as two integers 0 ≤ xi ≤ 10 000 and
0 ≤ yi ≤ 10 000, and the integer radius 1 ≤ r ≤ 100 of the area it covers, meaning that any goblin
at a distance of at most r from the point (xi, yi) will be soaked by this sprinkler. There can be several
sprinklers in the same location

Output
Output the number of goblins remaining in the garden after the sprinklers have been turned on.

Examples
stdin stdout

5
0 0
100 0
0 100
100 100
50 50
1
0 0 50

4
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Problem H. Mega Inversions
Input file: stdin
Output file: stdout
Time limit: 2 seconds

The n2 upper bound for any sorting algorithm is easy to obtain: just take two elements that are misplaced
with respect to each other and swap them. Conrad conceived an algorithm that proceeds by taking not
two, but three misplaced elements. That is, take three elements ai > aj > ak with i < j < k and place
them in order ak, aj , ai. Now if for the original algorithm the steps are bounded by the maximum number

of inversions
n(n− 1)

2
, Conrad is at his wits’ end as to the upper bound for such triples in a given

sequence. He asks you to write a program that counts the number of such triples.

Input
The first line of the input is the length of the sequence, 1 ≤ n ≤ 105. The next line contains the integer
sequence a1, a2, . . . , an. You can assume that all ai ∈ [1, n].

Output
Output the number of inverted triples.

Examples
stdin stdout

3
1 2 3

0

4
3 3 2 1

2
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Problem I. ls
Input file: stdin
Output file: stdout
Time limit: 2 seconds

You are implementing an operating system, and now need to write a program to list files in a directory:
‘ls’. You want the user to be able to list only files that match a given pattern that can include wildcards
(*), for example *.c. A wildcard matches zero or more characters of any kind.

Input
The first line contains a string P , containing 1 − 100 characters ‘a’-‘z’, ‘*’ and ‘.’. This is the pattern.
The second line contains an integer N , 1 ≤ N ≤ 100, which is the number of files in the directory. Then
follows N lines containing the names of the files in the directory. Each line is a string containing 1− 100
characters ‘a’-‘z’ and ‘.’.

Output
The output shall consist of the filenames that match the pattern, P , each on its own line, in the same
order that they were given as input.

Examples
stdin stdout

*.*
4
main.c
a.out
readme
yacc

main.c
a.out

*a*a*a
4
aaa
aaaaa
aaaaax
abababa

aaa
aaaaa
abababa
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Problem J. Car Trouble
Input file: stdin
Output file: stdout
Time limit: 2 seconds

The city center of an unnamed Nordic university town consists of what was once a medieval city with
narrow winding streets completely surrounded by a high wall protecting the city against Swedish invaders
and other unwanted elements. The wall has since been removed and replaced by a system of interconnecting
roads completely circumscribing the old part of the town. The roads inside still remains more or less the
same as it was in the middle ages, which of course comes in conflict with modern requirements for
accessibility by car, resulting in a maze of twisty little one-way streets, all alike, mixed with slightly wider
two-way streets.

Making changes to the traffic routes in such a city can easily cause unexpected side effects if you do
not plan carefully ahead. The story goes that a prominent member of the city council once submitted
a proposal to the council regarding extensive changes to how the traffic should be organized in the city
center. The proposal did have the merit that it would be very easy to drive in to the central square, but it
would unfortunately also be impossible to drive out again. The council member in question later went on
to become minister of justice in the country under the parole that society should be harder on criminals
- “it should be easy to go to jail, but difficult to get out again”. To avoid mistakes as the one above, the
city planners need you to develop a tool that can help them discover any traffic problems in the planning
stage. The planners need to be alerted of two different situations. The first situation is that a street exists
in the city center from which you cannot reach the surrounding, circular, system of roads, i.e., you are
trapped inside the city. The second situation is that a street exists in the city that cannot be reached
from the surrounding system of roads, i.e., it is unreachable.

Input
The input consists of a description of how streets connect to each other and the surrounding circular road
system. Each street (or a segment of a street) within the city center is represented by an arbitrary integer
id number > 0 (0 < id < 1000). The surrounding circular road system is represented by the special id
number 0.

First line: An integer giving the number of streets (including the surrounding road system,
0 < streets ≤ 1000).

The following lines: One line for each street (no particular order required and the surrounding road system
is included) consisting of a number of integers. First an integer giving the id number of the street. Second,
the number of (other) streets that can be reached from this street. Third, a sequence of street id numbers
indicating which streets can be reached from this street.

Output
One line for each street on which you would be trapped within the city consisting of the text “TRAPPED
X” where “X” is replaced by street id number in question.

Then, one line for each street within the city that is unreachable from the surrounding system of roads
consisting of the text “UNREACHABLE X” where X should be replaced by the street id in question.

If no problems are found, i.e., you are not trapped in any street and every street is reachable, you should
print a single line containing the text “NO PROBLEMS”.

If multiple streets cause you to get trapped - or are unreachable - you should list them in the same order
they were entered in the input (within respective category).
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Examples
stdin stdout

6
0 1 1
1 1 2
2 3 1 3 0
3 0
4 2 5 0
5 1 4

TRAPPED 3
UNREACHABLE 4
UNREACHABLE 5

2
1 1 0
0 1 1

NO PROBLEMS
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Problem K. Prime Time
Input file: stdin
Output file: stdout
Time limit: 2 seconds

Odd and Even have had their share of fun times playing the good old prime game:

They start with an arbitrary natural number, and take turns either adding 1 or dividing by a prime
(assuming the result is still a natural number), and the one to reach 1 is the winner.

However, now that they have a new friend, Ingmariay, they have decided to expand the rules of the game
to allow for three-player action:

Instead of determining a winner for each round of play, they instead score points; the lowest number each
of them has claimed during the round is the amount of points they get. (If any of them did not have the
opportunity to claim any numbers, the starting number will be their score for that round.) At the end of
the day, the player with the fewest points wins. And to avoid bad blood between themselves, they have
all agreed that each of them only will focus on minimizing their own scores, and that whenever a player
can choose different numbers that will result in the same score, that player will choose the lowest of those
numbers. They have also agreed on a fixed order of play: Odd → Even → Ingmariay → . . ., but they
alternate who gets to start.

You recently missed one of their exciting evenings of play, because you had to make problems for the
NCPC event. Fortunately for you, they had recorded the numbers and starting players for each round,
and told you that since they always play optimally, you could use this to simulate the event for yourself.
Oh joy!

As an example round, assume that Even is chosen as the starting player, and with the starting number
15. Then Even claims 16, Ingmariay 8, Odd 4, Even 2 and Ingmariay 1. Odd gets 4 points, Even 2 and
Ingmariay 1.

Input
The first line of input contains a single integer n (1 ≤ n ≤ 1000), the number of rounds they played that
evening.

Then follow n lines each beginning with the first character of the name of the starting player (either ‘O’,
‘E’ or ‘I’), followed by a space and then the starting number for that round, in the range [1, 10000].

Note: If the starting number is 1, all players receive 0 point for that round.

Output
Output a single line with the score at the end of the day for each of the three contestants, in the order
“Odd”, “Even”, “Ingmariay”.

Examples
stdin stdout

1
O 4

2 1 4

3
O 13
I 14
E 15

6 29 16
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